
 

Do-It Hook Hang Tabs - Back-shopping made easy

Do-It® Hook Hang Tabs make selecting the exact product you want quick and easy. Similarly to a clothes hanger, the Hook
Hang Tab does not close at its hang hole which allows you to select any product off a peg fixture, whether the product is
right in front or all the way at the back.
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Our Hook Hang Tab fits a variety of peg fixtures and speeds up the rotation of stock - products are easily removed from
their fixtures so that it can be replaced with new products.

Hook Hang Tabs are perfect for suppliers who offer the same product in different colours and sizes to be displayed on the
same peg fixture, such as pantyhose and underwear.

Do-It® Hook Hang Tabs are organised on rolls on a continuous backing paper for mechanical or hand application; as well
as on sheeted and loose-piece form for hand application.
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Pyrotec

Pyrotec is a proudly South African company with its focus aimed firmly on the future. Its five brands -
Pyrotec PackMark, Pyrotec PackMedia, Pyrotec PackLink, Pyrotec PackWorx and Pyrotec Finance - make
this an industry-leading company that specialises in a comprehensive range of coding and labelling
equipment, on-pack informational and promotional devices, merchandising solutions, development and
manufacturing of automated systems for the packaging and manufacturing industry and making finance
options available to customers. Pyrotec's software offering ensures product integrity, optimises coding
activities, and helps secure centralised data management systems and label tracking systems.
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